Cohomology mod 2 of the classifying space of the compact connected lie group of type E6  by Kono, Akira & Mimura, Mamoru
1. Introduction 
The compact, l-connected, simple, exceptional Lie groups have been classified 
as 
E6, E,, E,, F4. c,. 
where the subscript indicates the rank of the Lie group. 
The cohomology mod 2 of them were determined in [ 2,3,7] . They are as fol- 
lows: 
In the above, 
“5 = sq2x3 for G2.F&$+‘~. Ea 9 
xg = sq4xp x17 = scfxg for &, ET, E8 , 
x23’sq8q5 for F4, E&$ Eg . 
In the inclusion G, + F4 + E6 + E7 + E, every subgroup is totally non- 
homologous to zero in any bigger group containing it. 
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Furthermore, 
(1.10) the generators of H*(Gz; 22) and H*(F,; 2,) are universally tram- 
gressive. 
Therefore it follows from [6, Theo&me 19.13 that 
(1.11) H*(BG,; 2,) 2 22 ~&Y&Y,~ 9 
(1.12) H*(BFd;x2) 2 z,~J&+YI6*Y241~ 
where yi+ 1 = T(Xi) is the transgression mage of the universally transgressive el - 
ment Xi. 
Since Sqi 0 7 = r 0 Sqi, we have 
(1.13) Y(j = Sq’Y4, Y7 = S&6, y24 = Sq*Y~@ 
The cohomologies mod 2 of the classifying space of the other groups, & ET 
and E8, are not known. 
The purpose of this paper is to determine the cohomology mod 2 of the clas- 
sifying space of E6. The result is Theorem 6.2 1: 
As an algebra, 
where R is an z’deal generated by 
In the theorem, the “higher term” is possibly&&fll~g, which could be 
determined bycalculating the invariant forms of the Weyl group of &,. 
The paper is organized asfollows. Let X be an associative I-?-space which is 2- 
equivalent toE6. In Section 2 we calculate Cetofl*(~~z2)(Z21 ,), which is the 
El-term of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence [ 18, 191 converging to 
H*(BX; 22). The Hopf algebra structure of E6 is determined in Section 3 by using 
the fact that E6 contains a subgroup Spin( 10). The result is stated in Theorem 3.1. 
Then, in Section 4, we show that the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence ollapses 
for X = E, by making use of naturality. In Section 5 we consider closed subgroups 
of corank 1 of’ the exceptional Lie groups to show that there is a monomorphism 
H*(B&; &) + H*(B Spin( 10): Z2) 
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for + C 18. In Section 6, we determine the algebra structure of @(BE,; 2,) except 
for one relationr 68. TLe final Section 7 is a sort of an appendix, in which we show 
22 ‘ I 
Let G be H homot 
I’f(G; 2,) indu 
the diagonal map of 
ation of G. For the natural projection 
p : HyG; 2,) +P(G; 2,) 
C implies 
p)*@. Then the homotspy associativity of the multiplication of 
Suppose that G satisfies the condition 
(2.1) HS(C;Z+Z#3]l@$ ~pA(~~.x~.x~~.x~,,x~~), 
#Xi)= 0 fori= 3,5,9,17, 
2 
$@ts) = x3 @ xg 
2 
a93) = x3 @-q7- 
We put A = H*(G&) for simplicity. kt L be a Zz-subspace of A generated by 
Let s : L + sL be the suspension. We express the corresponding elements as follows: 
L = 1x39 X$ “51 Xg. X17, “15, X23 1 
s 1. 
SL = {ad. al. a6. alO. a18, b16, bz4 I- 
LRt c : L -+A be the inclusion and 8 : A + L a map such that 0 o I = 11, l Define 
8:A-*sLby8=sO6and7:sL-,Abyi=lOs -I. Consider the tensor algebra 
T(a). L+et I be the ideal generated by Im((e a a) 0 cp> 0Ker 8. Put % = T&5)/I 
for simplicity. Then 
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The map j = (&J g)o 60 i on SL may be extended uniquely ov_er x since z(f) Cl. 
Then it is easy to see that Xis a differential algebra. The map 0 canonically gives 
s: A + z Now we construct Brown’s twisted tensor product X = A %ith re- 
spect o 6. Then X is a differential A-comodule with the differential operator 
d= lsa+?J t&q1 ‘el)o@, 
where # is the coproduct of A and 3, is the product of x. More explicitly, in .Y we 
have 
dXi = Qi+ 1 fori=3,5,9,17, 
d.x; =x7, 
ciki = bi+l +x!& forj= 15,23. 
To check the acyclicity of X we filter X as follows: 
A: 
5 
weight: 
Xi (i = 3,5,9,17) Xz xi (j= 15,23) 
ai+l Q7 bj+l 
0 0 1 
Put 
Fi” {xEX(weightxGi}. 
Then 
which is clearly acyclic. Hence X is acyclic. Thus H(x: 2) = Ker a/Im g is, by de- 
finition, CotorA (Z,, Z,). Here z is explicitly given by 
Jai =O fori=4,6,7,10,18, 
;ibi = a7aj_6 for j = l&24. 
Then an easy calculation yields: 
2.3. Theorem. Let A = H*(G : Z,). Then as an algebra, 
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where 
yi = (Ui) for i= 4,6,7, 10,18, 
~32 = @;Q> 3 y48 = {bi4 1 I Y34 = hIb24 +a18b16 3 ’ 
andR isan idedgenerufed byy~ylo,Y~y~~,y~Y~~ Qndyjq +Yf(-~Y48 +YfgV32. 
2.4. Remark. y 34 is a Massey product (alo, a7,a18). 
Let G’ be a homotopy associative H-space satisfy&g 
(2.5) H*(G’; 22) r 22 [X3] I(Xd;) 8 A(X5, X9, X15, X17, X23) 
such that all Xi’s are primitive. Then similarly and more simply we obtain: 
2.6. Theorem. Let A = H*(G’; Z,). Then as an algebra, 
Quite similarly: 
2.7. Theorem. Let A = H*(G2; Z,). Then as an algebra, 
CotorA(Z2, Z,) S Z2 [a4, ag, a7] . 
2.8. Theorem. Let A = H*(F4 ; Z,). Then as n algebra, 
CotorA(z2, z2) s z2 [a41 a6, a7, al6, a241 . 
In the above theorems, degai = i and degyj =j. 
3. The Hopf algebra structure of H*(E6 ; Z,) 
Recall from (1.3), ( 1.6), (1.7) and (1.8) that 
ri”*(& 2,) r z, [x3] /h4> @ A&, XC), “15, x17, x23), 
where 
x5 = scl2x3, xg = s$xs, Xl7 = sq8xg. X23 = Sq’Xls. 
Let @ be the coproduct of H*(E6; Z2) induced by the multiplication of E6, and 
6 the reduced one. 
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The whole section is devoted to proving the next theorem which gives the Hopf 
algebra structure of M*(E6; 2,). 
3.1. Theorem. In fl(E6 ; 2,) the folZowing hold: 
&Xi) = 0 for i = 3,5,9,17, 
2 =X3 @ Xi-6 forj= 15, 23. 
3.2. ~orokry. l%a A = H*(E6 ; z,), 
Clearly x3, and hence, by naturality, x5, x9 and xl7 are primitive as well as 
universally transgressive. 
We may put 
8(x15) = q =3x9 +bx3xg @x3 +cxj exg +dkgBxf 
with a,b,c,d E 2,. Associativity of the multiplication of E6 implies the identity 
from which it follows that a = b = 0. Takingx15 + dxgxg instead of x15, we obtain 
&x15) = (c +d)x$@ xg . 
By applying Sq* on both sides we have 
&x&=(c+d)x$ ax17. 
Thus we deduce that either 
(3.3) 
or else 
H*(E,; 2,) is primitively generated, 
(34 6(+, = 0 for i = 3, $9, 17, 
4-o xi = 2 x3 @ 5-6 forj= 15, 23, 
hold in PI*@‘, ; 
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For simplicity vre put A =ij*(E6; Z,). 
(3.3)’ If (3.3) is true, then Coto@(Z,, Z2) is given by Theorem 2.6. 
(3.4)’ If (3.4) is true, then CotorA(Z2, Z,) is given by Theorem 2.3. 
Let p be a prime. Let G be a compact Lie group. As is well known, H*(BG;Zp) 
is finitely generated, whence its Poincare’ series 
PS(BG; ZQ) = c dimH”(BG; ZQ)t” 
n 
is a rational function of t. 
3.5. Definition [ 161. dim H*(BG; ZQ) is the order of the pole of this function at 
t= 1. 
3.6. Proposition. dimH*(BE6; Z,) < 7. 
Proof. The Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (for the construction see [ 181 or 
[19]) forE6 converges toH*(BE6;ZQ) and itsE2-term is given by CotorA(Z2,Zz) 
with A =H*(E,; Z,). So dim CotorA(Z2, Z,) > dimH*(BE6; Z,). Here 
dim CotorA(Za, Z,) < 7 
if (3.3) is true, and 
dim CotorA(ZZ, Z,) Q 7, 
if (3.4) is true, since& = aig32 + af0xd8 holds in CotorA(ZZ, Z,) in this cast. 0 
Let p be a prime. Let G be a compact, connected Lie group and H a closed sub- 
group. The following is [9, Proposition 71: 
3.7. Proposition. Suppose that H*(BG; Zp) (resp. H*(BH; Z,)) is isomorphic to 11 
tensor product of a finite dimensional algebra and a polynomial algebra with r @)I- 
eratws (resp. s generators). Then s < r. 
According to [IO], E6 contains a closed subgroup rl” of local type D, X T. 
Since the center of Spin( lo), which is a l-connected form of D, , is Z,, u’ is one 
of the following: 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Spin( 10) X T, 
Spin( 10) * T such that Spin( 10) n T = Z, , 
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(3.10) Spin( 10) l T such that Spin( 10) n T = Z4, 
(3.11) SO(10) X T, 
(3.12) So(l0) l T such that SO(10) n T= Z,, 
(3.13) PO(10) X T, (PO(10) s Spin( lo)& s SO( lo)&), 
where T is a one-dimensional torus. 
3.14. Lemma. (3.1 l), (3.12), (3.13) are impossible. 
Proof. For the cise (3.11) or (3.12) (resp. (3.13)), E6 contains a closed subgroup 
So( 10) (resp. PO( lo)), where SO( 10) (resp. PO( 10)) has a subgroup (2~)~ (resp. 
(22)8). Here we remark that the Poincare’ series of E6/SO( 10) (resp. Ee/PO(lO)) 
with Z2-coefficient is finite. So Proposition 3.6 contradicts Proposition 3.7 for 
(&j 9 (z,)‘) (resp* tE6 9 (z,)*))* 0 
Thus in the cases (3.8), (3.9) or (3.10) we have: 
3.15. Corollary. E6 1 Spin( 10). 
Let R and R’ be two rings with unit e and e’. Let g: R + R’ be a homomorphism 
such that g(e) = e’. Then R’ may be thought of as an R-module via the homomorph- 
ism g. Then R’ is said to be a finite R-module or a finite module over R if and only 
if R’ ia a finitely generated R-module in this sense. 
3.16. Proposition [ 17, Corollary 2.41. Let G be a compact, comected Lie group 
and Ha closed subgroup. Then H*(BH; Zp) is a finite H*(BG; Zp)-module. 
Recall from [7] that 
where deg w,- = i. 
We now show: 
3.18. Proposition . H*(l+, ; Z,) does not have a simple system of universally trans- 
gressive generators, 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that H*(E6; Z,) has a simp e systerjl of universally 
transgressive g nerators. Then by [6, Theoreme 19.11 
H*@E,; z-9 = z, b4fi Y6* Y7, Yl(-), Y169 Y18, Y241. 
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Let @ : Spin( 10) =+ Es be the inclusion given in Corollary 3.15. It follows from 
(3.17) that Q)*(Q) is a polynomial of Wi (i = 4,6, 7, 8, IO). This implies that 
H”(B Spin( 10); 2,) is not a fiiite w*( BE6 ; Z+module. This contradicts Proposi- 
tion3J6.0 
the inclusion in ( 1.9). Then from ( 1. I), ( 1.3) and ( 1.9) we 
Consider the commutative diagram 
(3.20) Ea EiE-BE 6 6 
I I 
P 
(3.21) E6/G2-BG, & BE, 
where (3.20) is the universal bundle and p is the projection. 
Clearly the element Fg is transgressive with respect to (3.21), and hence p*xg 
is UniVerdy traniigressive. So we have $x9 = x9 in k!*(& ; Z,). 
Suppose that xl5 is transgressive with respect to (3.21). Then p*& is universal- 
ly transgressive and hence so is p*& since p*& = Sq8p*x15. Then H*(& ; Z,) 
would have a simple system of universally transgressive generators, which con- 
tradicts Proposition 3.18. 
‘I”hus~~~ is not transgressive, that is, in the cohomology Serre spectral sequence 
{E,, dr } with Zz-coefficient of(3.21) we have 
wherey7 = 7(x$) EH7(BE6; Z,) is a non-zero element. Therefore in the spectral 
sequence of the universal bundle we have 
d7( 1 by p*&) = 7(X$) Q p*xg = r(x$) a x9. 
By a similar argument as in the proof of [ 7, Lemma 16.31 we have $(p*%ls) = 
2 x9 QP x3. Therefore H*(E6 ; Z,) is not primitively generated. By putting 
x15 = p*i& + "9x3, X23 =Sq'*X,5 
we obtain 
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2 
a+51 =x3 @ “99 
2 
@x23) = “3 @X17 
(primitivity for the elements Xi, I - ’ - 3, 5,9,17, is clear). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. El 
4. Module structure of H* (BE6 ; 22). 
Let p be a prime. Let G be a compact opological group. Then according to 
Eilenberg--Moore (see [ 18, 19]), there is a spectral sequence (E,(G), d, } such that 
(<A) E2(G) = Cotor 
(44 E,(G) = Gr(H*(BG; 2,)). 
Further, this spectral sequence satisfies naturality for a homomorphism f : G + G’. 
We denote by frf : E,(G’) -+ E,(G) the induced homomorphism. 
4.3. Proposition., T?ze spectral sequence (E,(G), dr } j%r G = F4 with Z2-coefficient 
collapses. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.8 the E2-term is given by 
(44 CotorHYF4;Z2)(Z2, z,) z 22 [-& 76, 77,716, 7241. 
On the other hand, by (1.12), 
H*(BF4; z2) = z2 b& Y(j, y7, Yl(j, Y241 l 
Therefore the spectral sequence collapses and yi represents yi for i = 4,6, 7, 16, 
24. Cl 
We consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence (E,(E,), dr } for E6 with 
Z2coefficient, whose E2-term is obtained in Corollary 3.2. 
Let f : F4 + E6 be the inclusion. Then, by (1.9), for the homomorphism 
f *: H*(E,; Z,) + H*(F4; Z,) 
we have 
f *Xi = Xi fori= 3,5, 15,23. 
By the naturality of the spectral sequence we have 
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(43 f#Oli) =Yi for i = 4,6, 7 
for the homomorphism f * : E2(E6) + E2(F4). Further, by observation in the 
cochair-r level (see Section 2), 
where P3* is a sum of monomials containing 74, y6 or y7, and 
(4.7) 
where P48 is a sum of monomials containing y4, 76, y7 or y16. 
4.8. Proposition. All generators in E2(E6) are permanent cycles. 
Proof. (1) The transgressiveness of the elements x3, x5, x5, x9 and xl7 implies 
thaty& Y(j, Y7, YlO and y18 are permanent cycles. 
(2) Put d,(V32) =g, with degg= 33. Sog is a sum of monomials containing y7. 
SinceYlgV7 ‘Yl(-JY7 = 0 in &(E6),g contains neither ylo nory18, that is, 
g = &4, ye, y7), a function of y4, y6 and y7. Therefore 
by Proposition 4.3. Hence 
8049 Y(j9 Y7) = 0 
by (4.5). Thrrs y3* is a permanent cycle. Similarly for y34. 
(3) Put dry48 = h with degh = 49. So h is a sum of monomials containingy7. 
For the same reason as in (2), 
h = lz(Y4, Ye, Y7, Y 321, 
a function ofy4, y& y7 and y3*. Then 
by Proposition 4~3. Hence 
h(Y4, Yg, w”7, Y32) = O, 
i.e., y48 is a permanent cycle. 0 
Thus the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for Es with Z2-coefficient collapses 
and from Corollary 3.2 we obtain the following: 
4.9. Theorem. As a module, 
where R isan idealgenerated byy7ylo,y7y18,y7y34 andr68. 
4.10. Remark. There might be one term missing in ‘68 owing to the filtration. It is 
possiblyy~lgYlf16. Namely, 
‘68 =&I +y;u32 +y?ti48 +~34-%h@6 
withcrfZ2. 
5. Closed subgroups of a Lie group 
To begin with, let us recall some properties of a regular sequence,.which is equiv- 
alent to a prime sequence of [23] and to an E-sequence of [4]. For details the reader 
is referred to [ 151 or [ 23, vol. II, App. 61. 
Let k be a commutative field. Let Xi, 1 <i <n + h, and Yi, 1 Qj < n, be in- 
determinates, where Xi and Yi are of given suitably degree. Let {a,, . . . . ah } be a 
regular sequence in the graded polynomial algebra k[X1, . . . . Xn+h]. Put 
R’=k[X~,....Xn+~]/(a~,...,Q~), R=k[Y,,...,Y,J. 
5.1. Let f : R -+ R’ be a ring homomorphism. If R’ is a finite R-module, then 
f( Yn!, . . . . f( Y,) is a regular sequence in R’. 
A proof is given in [ 15, p. 2091. 
PutR”=k(X1,...,X,]. 
5.2. Let f' : R * R” be a ring homomorphism. Then R’ is a finite R-module iff 
If& 13 ...~fvn)~ is a regular sequence in R”. 
A proof is given in [ 151 or [4, Proposition 3.91. 
Let i, : T2 * G2 be the inclusion. Consider the induced homomorphism 
ii : H*(BG, ;Z,)+ H*(BT2;Z2) 
5.3. Lemma. {iT,v4, i;y6 ) is a regular sequence. 
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Proof. ilfy7 = 0 since 
H*(BT*; Z,) s Z, [tl, t2], 
with deg ti = 2. Since H*(BT*; Z2) is a finite H*(BC, ; Z2)-module, {iiyd, iTye} 
is a regular sequence by 5.1. (See diagram (5.4)). Cl 
H*(BT*; Z,) = Z,[t,, t2] 
5.5. Proposition. Let G be a l-connected, compact, simple Lie group of tJ)pe F4, E,, 
E,, E,. Let H be a connected subgroup of G such that rank G -rankH = 1. Then 
the induced homomorphism ql*: H4(BG; Z,) + H4(BH; Z2) from the inclusion 
c& H + G is not trivial. 
Proof. Let n = rankG. Denote by j the inclusion 
j:G2+F +...+G. 4 
Then according to [ 11, for a maximal torus T ‘-’ of H there exists a maximal torus 
Tn C G such that Tn 3 T’*-’ . Consider the commutative diagram 
i2 
I 
BTn-’ 
x ’ 
____II+ BTn 
where all the maps in the diagram are natural inclusions. In the algebra 
H*(BTn; Z,) s Z2[tl, . . . . tn] we may suppose Ker X* = (tl), the ideal generated 
by tl.It followsfrom(l.6),(1.7),(1.9),(1.10),(1.11) thatj*: H*(B(;;Z;, + 
-+ H*(BG,; Z2) is isomorphic for * < 6 and that Hi(BG; Z2) = Z2 generated by 
yi for i = 4,6. From now on we write yi instead of j*--lyi by abuse of the nota- 
tion. Suppose #*y4 = 0. Then 
Qi*yg = tp*sq*y4 = sq*o*y4 = 0. 
So &*Q4) = 0, and hence h*i;(y4) = 0 and hence ib4 = t ]a for some 
’ a E H2(BTn; Z,). Similarly i& = t 1 b for some b E I$( BT” ; 22). As is well kmwn. 
all maximal tori are conjugate to each othe-. 1’ So ror dny Tn C G there exists an ele- 
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ment t E H2(BTn; 2,) such that the ideal (t) generated by t contains i*y4 and i*y6, 
where i : Tn + G is the inclusion. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
I 
BG -BG 2 
il 
I I 
i 
BT* e BTn 
where e is the obvious inclusion. Now 
is a regular sequence by Lemma 5.3; meanwhile 
{e*i*CyJ), e*i*(j@} = {i;i*v,, iTj*ys } 
is not a regular one, since they are contained in the ideal (e*t). This is a contradic- 
tion. 0 
6. The algebra structure of H*(BE,; Z2) 
Recall the following [ 7, Proposition 15.2 1 ] : 
6.1. Proposition. Let n : Spin( 10) + SO( IO) be the covering map. 7hen: 
(1) n* : H*(BSO( 10); Z2) + H*(B Spin( 10); Z2) is an epimorphism and its kernel 
is (w2, w3, w5, wg, w7w10)f0r * c 32, 
(2) H*(B Spin( 10); Z2) s Z 2 [ w4s we, w7, 93, WI*] /(w79*) @ z2 [e32] 9 where 
Wi E H’(BSO( 10); Z2) is the i’ universal Stiefel- Whitney class and 
Wi E Hi(B Spin(l0); Z2) is the n*-image of the universal Stiefel- Whitney class. 
6.2. Remark. By virtue of the Wu-formula, the Steenrod squares Sd on 
Mji E H* (B Spin( 10); Z2) can be determined. 
Let # : Spin( 10) -+ I!?, be the inclusion obtained in Corollary 3.15. ye apply 
Proposition 5.3 to (G, H) = (&, Spin( 10)). Then for the ekment yi EH’(B& ; z,), 
i = 4,6,7, we have 
(6 3 . CY4 = w4, #*Ye = sq*Y4 = we, t#l*y7 = sq3w4 = w7. 
6.4. Definition. y10 = Sq4y, + yg4. 
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Then by naturality we have 
75 
@*(?I()) = #*(Sq4& +Y#4) = sq4w() + w6w4 = w1O* 
6.5. Lemma.y10y7 = 0 in H*(BEs; 2,). 
Roof. By Proposition 3.18 or rather an argument at the last 
Theorem 3.1 we obtain r(x:)r(xg) = 0 for the transgression 
bundle of E6, where r(x$) =y7 and r(xg) = Sq4ys + v4yG 
we have 
0= #*((Sq4Yh + c(y4&&7) = (a+ 1)w4w6w7 3 
whence ac = 1. S0y~y1~ = 0.0 
Thus we have: 
part of the proof of 
T of the universal 
with cy E Z,. By (6.3) 
6.6. Proposition. $J*: H*(BE,; Z2) + H*(B Spin( 10); Z,) is injective for * < 18. 
6.7. Definition.j& = Sq8FIo. 
6.8. Lemma. (1) Sqiy7 =y7y4 for i = 4, =y7y6 for i = 6, and = 0 otherwise for 
O<i<6. 
(2) Sq&u =&f14 for i = 4, =&@$ for i = 6, =Jls for i = 8, and = 0 other- 
wise for O<i< 10. 
Roof. The relation SqgFlo = 0 follows fro? the fact that the element of degree 19 
is a polynomial ofy4, y6, y7 and that i*Sq GIo) = 0. To prove the other relations 
we use the Wu-formula by virtur -Vroposition 6.6 by taking into account the re- 
lations Wi = w10w7 = 0 for i = 2, _ , $9 in H*(B Spin( 10); Z,). D 
Applying Sq* to the relationy7ylo = 0, we obtain: 
6.9. ‘Lemma. & f17 = 0. 
Thus a Massey product (TlO, y7, y18) E H34(BE6; Z,) cali be defined. 
6.10. Proposition. (1) y34 f (Jlo, y7, FIB) mod decomp. 
(2)y~~ s Sq16F18 mod decomp. 
Proof. ( 1) is clear. 
(2) Recall that yj4 is indecomposable. By the Adem relation 
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j& = sq18718 = sq2sq’6&8 + sq 17 l- sq y1fJ = sq 2 16- sq yl8. 
Hence Sq16_&8 = oly34 + P with ar E 22, where P is a sum of monomials containing 
Y4, Y6 0ry7. If a = 0, then?& = Sq2P, where Sq2P is again a sum ;f monomials 
contai&gy& y6 or y7, which is a coirc +radiction. So cII = 1, i.e., Sq y18 “y34 
mod decomp. q 
6.11. Definition. yj4 = Sq16&. 
Obviously 34 “4r34 mod decomp. 
6.12. Lemma.Y34y7 =0. 
Proof. We note that Sqi&8 is a sum of monomials containingy10 or_& for i < 14, 
since 
@*@d&j)) = sqi(wl()w8) = w& with h E H8+i(B Spin( 10); 2,). 
By applying Sq16 to the relation&y7 = 0, we have 
since Sqiy 7 =OforO<i~3.O 
Let f: F4 + EC be the inclusion in (1.9) and recall the following facts from 
Sections 1 and 4. 
where Sq 8 716 = ‘)‘24. 
(6.14) There is an element y32 E H32(Bk’6; 22) such that f*y32 = $6 + P, 
where P is a sum of monomiak containing 74, 76 or y7. 
Since Sq*716 = 724 ,we obtain from (6.13) and(6.14), 
(6.15) Sq16y32 = 7$4 + P, where P’ is a sum of monomials containing r4, 76, 
77 or 7369 
6.16.Lemn~1(l)f*yi=~i fori=4,6,7. - - - 
(2) Kerf * = @lo, Y 189 Y34). 
c3) cf*Y4, f*Y(j, f *y7, f *y32, f *&a) is a &wh sequewe. 
(4)Y48 z Sq16yj2 mod decomp. 
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Roof. (1) is obvious. 
(2) and (3). Since Y*(BFd; 2,) is a polynomial algebra, it has no zero divizors, 
and hence 
On the other hand, 
is a regular sequence by 5.1, since H*( BE’4 ; Z,) is a finite module over the sutal- 
gebra generated by 
V*Y&$,f*Y(j?f*Y,*f*Y329f*Y481 l 
(4) is clear since f *Sq16y32 is not decomposable in Imf*. Cl 
The following definition and proposition are stated in p. 254 of [23, vol. I, p. 
2541. 
6.17. Definition. Let A be a ring and B a ring containing A. An element x of B is 
called integral over A if there are elements ai E A, 0 G i G n- 1, such that 
x” +a n-l 
y1- 1 + . . . +a() = 0. 
6.18. Proposition. x is integral over A iff A [x] is a fiitite A-module. 
Let i: T6 +k’6 be the inclusion of a maximal torus. Consider the homomorphism 
i*: H*@&: z2) + H*(B@ ; z2). 
6.19. Lemma. The following is a regular sequence: 
Proof. By Proposition 3.16.H*(BT6;Z,) is a finiteH*(BE6;Zz)-module. By de- 
finition the element v _ 34 is integral over the subalgebra generated by 
Thus H*(BT6; Z,) is a finite module over the subalgebra generated by 
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Since i*(y7) = 0, H*(BT6 ; Z,) is al finite module over the subalgebra generated by 
(6.20). As the length of the sequelitce (6.20) is 6, we deduce that (6.20) is a regular 
sequence. Cl
Summing up the arguments so far we obtain: 
6.21. Theorem. As an algebra, 
H*(B&j ;Z,) s Z, b4,Y6,Y7&~&~~ Y3pY34,Y481 /R 9 
where R is an ideal generated by y7_&, y7&8, ~$34 and ~8. Further, 
y6 =sq2r4p Y7 =sq3y4, Yl() = sq4Y6 +Yfl4, 
718 = sq8&), Y34 = @&8, y48 = s&32. 
6.22. Remark. (1) According to H. Toda, y32 zz +&), 
where 127: E6 + U(27) is a representation. 
(2) By Emma 6.16(3) a monomial in r68 containsylO, j& or&4. Hence ‘68 
does not contain y7. Thus the relation r68 can be determined by inspecting 
Im i* C H*(BT6 ; Z,). 
6.23. Corollary. dim /i*(BE, ; Z2) = 6 and hence the 2-rank of E6 is 6. 
Proof. See [9] or [ 171 .Cl 
As is well known, there is a central extension 
0-Z, --%?, -AdE6 +O, 
from which follows: 
6.24. Corollary. H*(BAd E,; Z,) = H*(BE,; Z,). 
7. Maximal closed subgroups of E6 
According to [lo] , E6 contains a closed subgroup U, which is of local type 
A 1 X A,. Let n T6 be the intersection of all maximal tori of E, and n (T’)6 that 
ofU.Then by [l], 
Center E6 = n T6 C f? (T’)6 = Center U. 
So Center U 1 Z,, since Center E, g Z,. Obviously 
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Center (SU(6) X SU(2)) s 2, @ 2, @ 23, 
and so U is isomorphic to one of the following: 
(7=1) SU(2) X SU(6) , 
WI SW) X SW) 3 
U-3) SW) X WI 3 
where G(6) = SU(6)/2, , 
(7.3)’ So(3) X G(6) 9 
(74 SU(2) l SU(6) 
(the semi-direct product), i.e., 
SU( 2) n SU(6) z Z,. 
7.5. Lemma. Ihe case (7.1) does not occur. 
Proof. Recall that 
H*(B(SU(6) X SU(2)); Z,) s Z, [q, c3, C4, q, c6, C;] . 
Let @ : SU(6) X SU(2) + E6 be the inclusion. Clearly @*b4) = c2 + cyc; with some 
~1 E Z,. By definition we have 
#*b@ = sq2#*@4) = c3 ; 
@*&) = sq4dbfj + #*6%&j) = c5 ’ 4Lc3c)2 ; 
#*@I*) = c5c4 t c#? t &s t c2c3)c2 ’ 2, since Sqic; = 0 
unless i = 0,4 . 
Thus $*0’4)> #*ti& 6*&o) and #*&8) E (c2 + &, c3, c& 
On the other hand #*@I) = 0 for dimensional reason. So by a similar argument 
to Lemma 6.15 @*ti4h @ cyg), d*&()), $*&8), $*@32), @*@4g) 1 is a regular 
sequence. This is a contradiction. Cl 
7.6. Lemma. The cases (7.2), (7.3) and (7.3)’ do not occur. 
Proof. (7.2) does not occur since 
dim H*(B(SO(3) X SU(6)); Z2) = 7 
and 
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dim H*(BE,; Z,) = 6 
by Corollary 6.23. Suppose (7.3) is true. Let 
@ :PU(6) 4, SU( 2) X PU(6) - E, 
be the inclusion. Then by an easy calculation, 
H*(BPU(G); Z,) s Z, [q, a31 for * G 4, 
where Sq1a2 = a3. Then #*yd = a$ and @*yG = a$ Let k : Ts + PU(6) be the inclusion 
of a maximal torus. For the induced homomorphism 
k* : H*(PU(G); Z,) + H*(BT’ ; Z,) 
we have k*@*(jQ = 0, since k*a, = 0. Hence by naturality 
k*#*&) = k*@*GlO) = k*@*(j&) = k*#*G34) = 0. 
Thus H*(BT’ ; Z2) is not a finite H*(BE6 ; Z&module, which contradicts Proposi- 
tion 3.16. Thus (7.3) does nolt occur. Similarly for (7.3)‘. 0 
Thus we have shown: 
7.7. Proposition. Uis isomorphic to SU(2) l SU(6). 
According to [ 211, E, contains a subgroup U’ locally isomorphic to Cd. 
7.8. Proposition. U’ is isomorphic to P Sp(4). 
Proof. Since the center of Sp(4) is Z,, U’ is isomorphic to Sp(4) or P Sp(4). Sup- 
pose there is an inclusion @ : Sp(4) - E,. Recall that 
H*(B Qm Z,) s z, [sp 42, q3,qLJ 
with deg qi = 4i. By dimensional reason 
#*(j+) = 0 for i I= 6, 7, 
$*(,$ = 0 for j := 10, l&34. 
So H*(BSp(4); Z2) is not a finite H*(BE, ; Z2)-module, which is a contradiction. Cl 
7.9. Remark. The homogeneous spaces E&f and E&J’ are the irreducible sym- 
metric spaces caNed EII and El respectively by E. Cartan. 
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